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The influence of vibrational relaxation on incoherent resonant scattering of neutrons and y quanta by 
crystals is d d e r e d  theoretically. It is assumed that the recoil energy received by the nucleus upon 
absorption of the primary particle greatly exceeds the characteristic vibrational quantum, the lifetime of 
the excited state of the nucleus is much longer than the characteristic time of the phase vibrational 
relaxation, and the excitation taka place in the phonon wing of the absorption spectrum of the nucleus. It 
is shown that under these conditions the principal components (in intensity) of the smoothed spectra of the 
scattered neutrons or y quanta are of the type of ordinary and hot-luminmce components, the former 
corresponding to emission of a secondary particle after complete vibrational relaxation, and the latter 
corresponding to emission after the phase relaxation but during the energy relaxation. If the lifetimes of 
the excited nuclear state are comparable with or larger than the characteristic period of the vibrations of 
the nucleus, the form of the spectrum of the hot-luminmce type is determined essentially by the 
detailed law governing the damping of the excited oscillations of the nucleus. 

PACS numbem 76.80.+y, 71.70.Jp, 78.90.+t 

Many substantial singularities of the energy and angu- vibrational relaxation should be most noticeable. The 
lar distributions of neutrons and y quanta of moderate present paper is devoted to a theoretical investigation of 
energy, scattered by crystals, are  due to the vibration- such effects. 
al motion of the scattering nuclei. In the nonresonant 
case, these singularities have been investigated in con- 
siderable detail (see, e.g., c1*21), For resonant scatter- 1. GENERAL FORMULAS 

ing, some properties, governed by the nuclear vibra- 
tions, of the spectra of the secondary neutrons and y 
quanta were considered in CS41. In general, however, 
the resonance case has remained little investigated to 
this day. Yet the role of the vibrational motion of nuclei 
in resonant and nonresonant processes is substantially 
different, and the spectra of the scattered neutrons or y 
quanta can differ qualitatively from each other in the 
two cases. 

We consider the scattering of an unpolarized and fully 
collimated beam of y quanta or  neutrons by a crystal 
scatterer. We assume that the crystal contains nuclei 
whose excitation energy is at resonance with the energy 
of the incident particle (resonant nuclei). Such nuclei 
can be located either at the sites of an ideal lattice, o r  
be present a s  impurities in the crystal. For simplicity 
we assume the crystal to have cubic symmetry and that 
the nuclei occupy in it equivalent crystallographic posi- 

The reason for this difference is the delay that occurs tions. The last assumption is not fundamental, and the 
when the scattered particle is emitted in the resonant results obtained below can be easily generalized to the 
case. This delay is due to the transition of the nucleus case of a crystal having a different symmetry or con- 
that has absorbed the primary particle into an excited taining resonant nuclei in nonequivalent positions. 
quasistationary state (compound nucleus), and the delay Under the foregoing conditions, for a monochromatic time can be comparable with the characteristic relaxa- incident beam, the spectral distribution of the resonant- tion time of the vibrational state of the excited (com- ly and incoherently scattered neutrons or y quanta is pound) nucleus, or may even exceed the relaxation time. given by the formulac3"' These relaxation processes disturb strongly the phase 
correlation between the incident and scattered waves ' 
and this, a s  we shall show, greatly affects all the char- 
acteristic.~ of the scattering. 

The role of vibrational relaxation in the formation of 
the spectra of resonantly scattered y quanta and neu- 
trons was considered in C7*811). There, however, the 
only investigated case was that when the recoil energy 
acquired by the nucleus after absorbing the primary 
particle, R,,, is small (R,, sEC, where 7Z is the charac- 
teristic vibration frequency of the scattering nucleus). 
The form of the spectrum at large recoil energy (R,, 
>>kc) was not established i n  c 7 w 8 ]  . Yet it is precisely 
in this case that the motion of the excited nucleus is 
strongly perturbed by excitation in the phonon wing of 
the absorption spectrum, and the effects connected with 

where 

Kv(r ,  s,  s t )  --(erp [ i k i ( o )  ] exp I-ik,F(~+s') ] 

x e x p  [ i k t ; ( ~ + s + s r )  ] exp [-ik,;(s+2s1) ] ). (2) 

Here o,, k, and of,  kf are the frequencies and the wave 
vectors of the incident and scattered neutron or  y quan- 
tum, 0 is the scattering angle (0 =k,, kf), w,, is the ex- 
citation frequency of the immobile resonant nucleus, y 
is the natural width of the excited level, P(x) =exp 
x (ixH/ii)rexp(-ixH/ii), r is the radius vector of the scat- 
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tering nucleus, 1Y is the Hamiltonian of the vibrational 
motion of the nuclei in the crystal, and the symbol (. . .) 
denotes temperature averaging over the vibrational 
states of the lattice. 

In the pair-correlation approximation (the Baym ap- 
proximation), the correlator Kif(7,s,s*) is equal to c7*81 

where 

Here 

and M, is the mass of the resonant nucleus. The quanti- 
ties R,, and Rff(X,Xt=i and X,Xt=f) are  the recoil ener- 
gies acquired by the nucleus upon absorption and emis- 
sion of the primary and secondary y quantum or neu- 
tron. 

In the derivation of (1) we neglected the hyperfine in- 
teraction of the nuclear electric and magnetic moments 
with internal electric and magnetic fields in the crystal, 
as well as the increase of the exciting-nucleus mass. 
The diffuse motion of the nuclei is not taken into account 
in (I), and the vibrational motion is considered in the 
adiabatic approximation. 

At a finite spectral width of the incident flux, and with 
allowance for the finite spectral resolution of the instru- 
ments that record the scattered particles, the observed 
spectrum of the secondary neutrons or y quanta is de- 
scribed by the formula 

The function I,(w, - 8,) determines here the frequency 
distribution of the incident neutrons or  y quanta, while 
IAwf - Gf) characterizes the resolving power of a detec- 
tor tuned to register quanta of frequency wf. The func- 
tions I, and If are normalized to unity. Assume that 
they are bell-shaped with maxima at the frequencies w, 
and wf and with widths equal to A, and Af. 

We consider henceforth the case when: 1) the recoil 
energy R,, is much larger than the energy of vibrational 
quantum characteristic of the resonant nucleus 
ED(R,, >> ED), 2) the nucleus is excited in the region of 
the phonon wing of the spectrum of the resonant absorp- 
tion of the neutrons or y quanta ( I w, - wlo - R, ,/E I r, 
where I' - ~ " L s R , , ( ~ ~ ( L ? )  + 1)11/* is the width of the phonon 
wing of the absorption spectrum and n(w) = [exp@w/k,T) 
-I]"), 3) A, and Af satisfy the condition D<< A,, Af << f'. 
By the same token, the observed spectrum 3 wf; w,, 0) 
is a smoothed spectrum, having neither narrow lines 
(e.g., a Mllssbauer line or  a quasi-elastic scattering 
line) nor a phonon structure. However, since the spec- 

trum I(wf; w,, 0) is of the multiphonon type at R,, >>ED, 
the smoothed spectrum does not differ in its principal 
(multiphonon) part in practice from the exact spec- 
trum?' 

The condition D<< A,, A,<< r makes it possible to con- 
fine oneself in (I) to the region of small values of the 
variables s and sf (for the smoothed spectrum, the sig- 
nificant values of s and s are  1s * s A: << 6P and 1s I 
-A: << GT'). This makes it possible in turn to expand 
the expression under the exponential sign in (3) in 
powers of s ind s* and retain terms up to second order 
inclusive?) As a result we obtain for the spectrum 
qw,; w, , 0) the following approximate expression, which 
is valid at scattering angles 0 >> (EW/R,,)'~~: 

-r,12~a-~2(~+~t)a+~[ri,(~) I~s(s+z..) 1. 
where 

=(k1k) 1 
& ( T ) =  --- x ( ( [ ~ ( T ) , ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ] ) + ~ [ P . ( O ) , ~ . ( ~ )  1)). 

21% 6th 

f) is the momentum operator of the scattering nucleus. 

In the case of weak anharmonicity, the functions I?:,, 
r&, r t f ( s )  and Ry(7) are approximately of the form 

Here w,, e(p) and ~(w,) are the frequency, polarization 
vector, and occupation number of the pth normal mode 
of the resonant-nucleus oscillations. The factor exp 
x (-y, 17 1 ) determines the p-mode damping due to the in- 
teraction between the modes. It is seen from (9) that 
rii(ff,- [ ~ i f ( f f , o / ~ a / ~  and xri'tff ,<<R,,(ff, at R,,(ff, 
<<ED. IQ addition, inasmuch a s  in the significant cases 
we have Rff<<Ew, and Rff<<Ewf, while E)w,- wf I 
s2(Ri,+Rff), it follows that Rif=Rff and r,,=rff. 

We note that according to formula (7) the smoothed 
spectrum qwf; w,, 0) at 6 >> @GS/R,,)~'~ does not depend 
on the concrete form of the functions I, and If. This de- 
pendence appears in the case of small scattering angles 
(0 s (I~CJ/R, ,)~/~) ,  at which formula (7) is not directly ap- 
plicable. We shall, however, not consider henceforth 
scattering through angles 0 s (~Z(J/R,,)'/~. 
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2. SPECTRA OF THE LUMINESCENCE AND relaxation, spectra of the type of hot luminescence (HL) 
HOT-LUMINESCENCE TYPE and ordinary luminescence (OL). 

The variables T, s, and s1 in (1)-(8) have the dimen- 
sion of time and describe the time evolution of the state 
of the scattering nucleus ,[I2] namely: T is the average 
(over two amplitudes of the transition probability) time 
during which the excited state of the nucleus (compound 
nucleus) exists, while s and s t  determine the phase dif- 
ference between the two probability amplitudes of the 
transitions to the final and intermediate state, respec- 
tively. 

The significant values of s and s1 in (7) lie in the 
range I s1 1 , IS I I';: << Z1. (The exceptions are the al- 
ready noted scattering through small angles 
6 5 (AD/R, ,)'I2 and the scattering through angles r - 8 
~ @ D / R , , ) ~ / ~ ,  which, however, will not be considered 
below.) On the other hand, the significant values of 7 do 
not exceed the lifetime of the excited nuclear state 
(7 S Y - ~ ) ~  

In most cases of resonant scattering of y quanta with 
moderate energies, the condition y << r,, is satisfied. 
In a large number of cases of resonant scattering on 
neutrons with energy Aw, z 50 eV, the condition y << r ,, 
is also satisfied. Under these conditions the part of the 
spectrum with highest intensity n u f ;  wi, 0) is determined 
by the region I T  1 >> Is1 1 ,  and the limits of integration 
with respect to 7 and s t  in (7) can be replaced respec- 
tively by 0, +a and 9. Then the integrals with respect 
to s and s1 in (7) can be directly evaluated and we get 

where 

In formula (lo), <(w,) is the smoothed spectrum of 
the resonant absorption of neutrons or  y quanta in an 
equilibrium vibrational state of the resonant nucleus at 
~ , , > > 8 0 . ~ ' ~ ~  On the other hand, the function 
?(of; w,, 0 , ~ )  is the instantaneous spectrum of the sec- 
ondary particles emitted after phase relaxation of the 
vibrational state of the excited nucleus?' The energy 
relaxation, however, may not yet be completed at the 
instant of their emission, and this state differs in gen- 
eral from equilibrium. Thus, with respect to the mech- 
anism of the relaxation processes, formula (10) de- 
scribes a spectrum analogous to the luminescence spec- 
trum in secondary emission of the impurity centers of 
the cry~ta.1.~~"'~ In analogy with the theory of the latter 
phenomenon, we shall call the components of the spec- 
trum fluf; wi, O), corresponding to emission of a second- 
ary particle before or  after the completion of the energy 

The instantaneous spectra in (10) have a Gaussian 
shape and their widths and positions depend on the in- 
stant of time T. This dependence is determined in ex- 
pressions (13) by the functions Rif(7) and I'2,f(~). The 
qualitative behavior of the functions Rif(r) and is 
known: they are determined by the law governing the 
variation of the velocity of the nucleus (see formulas (8) 
and (9)), and the dependence on the variable 7 has the 
character of damped oscillations about a zero value. Af- 
ter  the lapse of the characteristic time t,, the functions 
Re(?) and rif(7) become in fact equal to zero, and this 
corresponds to establishment of an equilibrium vibra- 
tional state of the scattering nuc le~s .~ '  

In the case of resonant scattering of y quanta, the con- 
dition yt,<< 1 is satisfied in a number of actual cases. 
Then the principal intensity component of the spectrum 
awf; w,, 6) is a spectrum of the OL type-rL(wf, w , ) . ~ ~ * ~ '  
This spectrum is determined by the times 7 >> to at which 
Rif(7) "0 and rif(7) " 0. Accurate to corrections -yt,, 
the spectrum FL(wf, w,) is given by c7f81 

where 

The spectrum &(wf) is the smoothed spectrum of they 
quanta emitted by the resonant nucleus in an equilibrium 
vibrational state at a high recoil energy. 

A s  follows from formula (l4), a spectrum of the OL 
type does not depend on the characteristics of the inci- 
dent flux, except via the absorption spectrum. In parti- 
cular, its position and width do not depend on the scat- 
tering angle O (Fig. I). 

If the excited nuclear state has a shorter lifetime yt, 
21 but y << I',,), the intensity of the OL-type spectrum 
decreases rapidly and the spectrum T(wf; w,, 0) is in fact 
a spectrum of the HL type (ZH,(wf; w,,O). Moreover, in 
the region I wf - wl0+ZZff/A I>>rn, where the spectrum 
TL(wf, w,) becomes weak, f(wf; w,, 8) coincides with 
THL(wf; w,, 6) even if yto<< 1. 

A spectrum of the HL type corresponds in formula 
(10) to times 7 s to, when the functions r i f ( r )  and Rif(7) 

FIG. 1. Position and shape of maximum n= 0 of the type-HL 
spectrum at various scattering angles 8  = 150°, 120°, 90°, 
60" utff/ti=20rff, yt,,<<i, ~ , = w ~ ~ + R , , / E + o ,  i r i i ,  lo(o,e)- 
w(T~ ,  8 )  1 > I Rif(0) I, the spectra are normalized to unity at the 
maximum point). 
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differ substantially from zero. Thus, the form of the 
spectrum FH,(wf; w,, 0) is determined by the detailed law 
that governs the damping of the excited vibrations of the 
resonant nucleus and can serve as  a source of informa- 
tion on the vibrational relaxation processes. 

3. FORM OF THE SPECTRUM OF THE 
HOT-LUMINESCENCE TYPE 

In the general case of the HL-type spectrum defined 
by formula (10) admits of no exact analytic description. 
It turns out, however, that the form of r,, (wf; w,, 0) in 
individual sections of this spectrum is given approxi- 
mately by expressions simpler than (10). 

Indeed, according to (12) and (13) the width and posi- 
tion of the instantaneous spectra of the y quanta or  neu- 
trons q w f ;  w,, 0 , ~ )  are  determined by the oscillating 
functions Rif(7) and and therefore also oscillate 
with the time 7. Let us examine these oscillation in 
somewhat greater detail. 

We designate the instants of time at which the deriva- 
tive dR i f ( ~ ) / d ~  vanishes by r,(n = 0,1,2, . . . ), and let 
rn4 > 7, and 7, = 0. We note that at R,, >> fiGI the vibra- 
tional motion of the excited nucleus is described in the 
quasiclassical approximation. In this case the instants 
7, are the instants of the zero acceleration of a classic- 
al particle. 

During the time interval between 7, and T , , (T~  - T, 

-n/GT), the position of the maximum of the instantaneous 
spectrum W ( T , ~ )  shifts by an amount -2(IRif(7,1+ IRif 
x (T,,) [)/ti. (We recall that Rif(rn) and Rif(7,,) are  of 
opposite sign, and as  a result of the process of energy 
relaxation we have I R ,f (7,) 1 > I Rif(r,,+,) I .) Inasmuch as  
at 7, S to we have IRif(7,) ( >>firff, the indicated shift 
greatly exceeds at small n the maximum possible width 
of the instantaneous spectrum (equal to I?,). It follows 
therefore directly that the width of a spectrum of the HL 
type at y/GTsl should be -2(IRif(0)I + ldl,(rl)()/ti, i.e., 
it should greatly exceed the width of the OL-type spec- 
trum, and the HL spectrum should have a shape greatly 
different from ~auss ian? '  

Let us investigate the spectral distribution of the sec- 
ondary particles emitted by the nucleus in the time in- 
terval between 7, and ?,+,. According to (lo), this dis- 
tribution is given by the expression 

In the calculation of the integral with respect to T in (16) 
it is convenient to introduce a new iniegration variable, 
R,,. Since the function R,, is monotonic and single-val- 
ued in the region 7, s 7 s T,, , it follows that 

(The time r in (17) is a function of Rif.) * 

In the case y << I? ,,, the significant values of Ru in 
(17) lie in the region 

This frequency region corresponds to a very narrow in- 
terval of tlie time (17 - T, 1 SF$), where rfn is the solu- 
tion of the equation wf = w(7,O) and lies in the interval 
7,s 7 C T,, . At such small changes of 7, the functions 
e7* and I?(7,0) in (17) can be regarded as  constants 
equal to their values at the point rfn. On the other hand, 
the behavior of the function (dRif/dr)-l depends substan- 
tially on the instant of time rfn. 

If the acceleration of the nucleus at the instant rfn is 
large ( ~ T , - T ~ , ~ C J - ~  and ( r , , - r fnI~-1) ,  then 
(def/d?)-' in the region of r indicated above is in fact a 
constant. Conversely, in the case 1 rfn - 7, I GI<< 1 or 

T,, 1 CJ<< 1 this function changes appreciably after 
a time interval I?;:, a fact that must be taken into ac- 
count when calculating the integral in (17). 

It is expedient to continue the analysis of the function 
i;,(wf; w,, 0) separately of the spectrum sections where 

and for  the region contained between the frequencies 
W(T,, 0) and w(r,+,, 0) and defined by the inequalities 

We consider first the last of these regions. The fre- 
quencies wf satisfying the inequalities (18b) correspond 
to instants of time rf, at which the acceleration of the 
nucleus is large. In this case, in accord with the rea- 
soning presented above, the function (d~~ /d? ) ' l  in (17) 
can be regarded as  a constant. The integral in (17) is 
then easy to evaluate and we obtain 

where 

The function 9,(wf; w,, 0) that describes the section of 
the spectrum q(wf; w,, 0) defined by the inequalities 
(18b) is a smooth function. At y S Q it has near the fre- 
quency w((r,, - r,)/2,0) a relatively gently sloping min- 
imum, and it increases monotonically towards the fre- 
quencies w(7,, e) and w(rN, e). 

The frequency regions defined by condition (18a) in 
the spectrum c(wf; w,, 0) correspond to secondary parti- 
cles emitted by the nucleus near the equilibrium posi- 
tion (1rfn-7,1~<< 1 or  1rf,,-rH17j<< 1). Using for R,, 
an approximate expression valid at Q 17 - r, ( << 1, 

we represent C(wf; w,, 0 )  in these regions (at y s a) in 
the form 

(-1 
i.(a; or  O).~f,(ot)P, (of; o,, 0) at 1 o,--o(r,, 0) I (JRrf(~,,) 1% 

(22a) 
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In formulas (21), (22a), and (22b) we have 

wi is quite weak. We point out here that the spectra of 
the secondary particles scattered through angles 8 and 
r - 8 are mirror images of each other relative to the 
point wf - Rff / E .  When the scattering angle tends to 
r/2(8 - n/2) an appreciable narrowing of the spectrum 
rRL is also observed. 

In the case ti1 -7 5 5 the intensity of the maxima with 
n > 1 decreases exponentially. However, they remain 
asymmetrical in shape. The total width of the spectrum 
GL(wf; w,, 8) also remains essentially constant, although 
there is some decrease in the intensity of the continuous 
background. 

We point out that resonances with y - 0 and R,, >> ED 
are encountered both in scattering of y quanta and 

We note that in the case of weak anharmonicity among neutron resonances with energies Ew,, 2 50 eV in 
isotopes of the actinide group (U, Th, Pu, and others). 

1 
A : ~ = = R { , ( O ) ~ ~  o2le(p) I ~ ~ X ~ ( - ~ ~ I T ~ I ) ~ S ~ , T ~ ,  (26) By the same token, the spectra of the resonant scatter- 

P ing of neutrons by crystals containing tracer isotopes 
could be used to investigate the vibrational relaxation in 

so that in order of magnitude we have IA;f ( - iJO I R (7,) I. such crystals. 
Thefunctions FP)(w,; w,,8) at y /Ds  l(b,<< 1) have a 

sharp maximum in the frequency region I wf - 0(7,, 8) I 
5 I?(?,, 0) and have an appreciable a~ymmetry .~)  Name- 
ly, at I c, 1 >> 1 they attenuate exponentially towards 
cn>O like exp(-<) 1 c, /-Ir2 and towards cn<O more slow- 
ly, like ] cn exp(rb, 1 c,1 ' I 2 ) .  (We note that far from 
the region E I wf - W(T,, 8) I<< 1 ~ ~ ~ 7 , )  I of interest to us the 
function F t )  again increases at c, < 0 .) 

The general spectrum of the HL type is expressed in 
terms of the sum of the spectral functions c(wf; w,, 8) 
considered above: 

According to the preceding arguments and formulas 
(19), (22a), (22b), and (27), the spectrum rH,(wf; w,,8) 
takes at yt,<< 1 the form of a series of sharp maxima 
against a smoother continuous background. The individ- 
ual sections of the background are determined by the 
functions 3,(wf; w,, 8), and each maximum is described 
by the function F!"+ 6, F:) at a definite value of n. 

The first maximum (n = 0) of the spectrum iH,(wf; w,, 
8) is located in the region I wf - w,,+ (Rff - 2Rif(0))/ti 1 
s rff and corresponds to secondary y quanta or neutrons 
emitted directly after excitation of the nucleus (forma- 
tion of the compound nucleus), when the acceleration of 
this nucleus is still relatively small. The remaining 
maxima correspond to later instants of the passage of 
the nucleus through the equilibrium position. The num- 
ber and position of the maxima with n> 1 are deter- 
mined by the detailed course of the vibrational relaxa- 
tion, and their largest number should be expected if 
slowly damped localized oscillations are present in the 
crystal when to > cirl. 

It should be noted that the position, width, and sign of 
the asymmetry of the individual maxima, as  well as the 
width of the entire spectrum in, depend strongly on the 
scattering angle 8 (Fig. 1). The dependence of the form 
of a spectrum of the HL type on the excitation frequency 

In the case y >> Gi all that remains in the THL spectrum 
is the first maximum with n = 0, and its width and asym- 
metry decrease rapidly with increasing y (Fig. 2). In 
the limit y >> (I'i,~)'12 the spectrum T(wf; w,, 8) assumes 
a Gaussian shapeC5e83 and in the case y 2 r,, an impor- 
tant role is assumed in the formation of the spectrum by 
processes of emission prior to the damping of the phase 
correlation (it is no longer permissible to replace the 
finite limits of integration with respect to s' in (7) by 
*-). These processes are similar to Raman scattering 
in the secondary emission of the impurity center. On 
the whole, however, the spectrum nuf ;  w,, 8 )  at 
y >> (I',,Gi)'12 practically coincides with the analogous 
spectrum for an ideal gas a t  a certain effective temper- 
ature.") This result is easily understood if it is recog- 
nized that at short lifetimes of the excited state of the 
nucleus its velocity has in fact no time to change. 

In conclusion, we call attention to the fact that the 
above-noted properties of the spectrum n w f ;  w,, 8) are 
essentially preserved also in the case of excitation by a 
beam of neutrons or y quanta with a wider frequency 
distribution than A, << I',,. Even in the case A, >> r,, (but 
I wlo - wi+Rii/Fi I<< Aj) the spectrum awf; w,, 8) in the en- 
tire region of the frequencies, with the exception of the 
far wings, is given at y << I',, by an expression similar 
to (10): 

FIG. 2. Shape of the n= 0 maximum of the HL spectrum at dif- 
ferent lifetimes of the excited state of the nucleus: a) bo << 1; 
b) b0=0,4; c) (R,,/KU)'~~>> b0>> 1: Rff/K= 20rff: the spectra 
are normalized to unity at the point of the maximum. 
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We emphasize also that a n  investigation of the reson- 
ant scat ter ing of neutrons in the case of nar row reson- 
ances of width y 50.05 eV can yield a r a t h e r  detailed 
information on the law governing the motion of the scat-  
ter ing nucleus. S imi la r  investigations are of interest 
also f o r  the study of radiation damage in a crys ta l  as a 
resul t  of knocking out a nucleus f r o m  the lattice site by 
the recoil momentum acquired by the nucleus. The 
resonant scat ter ing spec t rum is in this  case also a spec-  
t r u m  of the HL type and can yield information on the 
stopping of the knocked-out nucleus. Str ic t ly  speaking, 
however, fo rmulas  (10)-428) are not valid f o r  this case. 

the characteristic phase correlation times, which adiount to - ys! 
I I .  

5 ' ~ e  note that in the case of large recoil energy the character- 
istic time to(to' ;") greatly exceeds the characteristic time 
-r;f - ( R ~ ~ ~ / K ) - ' / ~  of the damping of the phase correlation. 

6 ' ~ t  is necessary to consider k e ~ a t e l y  scattering through an- 
gles close to r/2(18- n/2 5 ( E w h  i,)i'2. Inasmuchas at  0 =a/2 
wehave Rif(r)= Oand dif(ry=O atallvaluesof r,&thiscasethe 
difference between the processes of type OL and HL disap- 
pears and the entire spectrum f (af; wi , 9 )  is described, a- 
part from corrections -y/rii, by formula (14). 

I'A plot of the function 2aoF0 at  y=O is given in C'21. 

8 ' ~ h e  similarity of the neutron or  y-quantum spectra resonant- 
ly scattered by an ideal gas and by crystals at large recoil 
energy was first pointed out in C61. 

"In f f p 8 1 ,  use was made of the results of the theory of resonant 
secondary emission of impurity centers in crystals, devel- 
oped in c9-"3. The use of the results of [8-1i1 is justified be- 
cause of the analogy between vibrational relaxation pro- 
cesses that occur in the course of secondary emission of im- 
purity centers, on the one hand, and incoherent resonant 
scattering of neutrons or  y quanta by crystals, on the other. 

2'~enerally speaking, expressions (1) and (6) describe the 
spectral distribution of the particles scattered only in inco- 
herent fashion. However, since the multiphonon scattering 
is in fact completely incoherent, the function T(wf; wi, 8 )  de- 
termines at  Ri , >> K% with good accuracy the entire smoothed 
spectrum of the resonantly scattered neutrons or y quanta. 

It should also be noted that allowance for a number of fac- 
tors which we a re  neglecting, such a s  the hyperfine interac- 
tion, the diffuse motion of the nuclei, o r  the increase of the 
nuclear mass on going to the excited state, can be significant 
only if the aforementioned narrow spectral lines are  investi- 
gated. When the smoothed spectrum is considered, the in- 
fluence of these factors becomes insignificant. 

3 ) ~ h e  pair-correlation approximation used to derive formula 
(3) is  valid in general in the case of weak anharmonicity of 
the crystal-lattice vibrations. However, a direct analysis of 
expression (2) shows that in the case of small s and st this 
approximation is  applicable with respect to the correlator 
Kif(r, s, st) at  any value of the anharmonicity. In fact, the 
corrections to the pair-correlation approximation in the ex- 
pression for InK if (T, s, st) turn out to be proportional a t  least 
to the third powers of s and s f ,  and can be discarded at  small 
s and s'. 

4 ' ~ e  emphasize that formula (10) describes approximately the 
considered spectrum r(wf; wi ,8) only when the main contri- 
bution to the integral with respect to T is made by the region 
y-' T >> 1 s I , I S' I , where the significant values a r e  
] s I , Is' I - r;!. Thus, the significant times T greatly exceed 
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